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Central News 

 

1. Death of Queen Elizabeth of Britain 

❖ Britain's long-time queen Elizabeth dies of ill health. 

❖ Elizabeth II, who ascended the throne in 1952 death of her father's accession to the 

Sixth Charge, has reigned for a record 70 years. 

❖ He managed 15 British Prime Ministers during his reign. 

❖ The new King Charles: 

➢ After Elizabeth's death, Crown Prince Charles became the next King of Britain. 

➢ Prince Charles, the eldest son, immediately became the next king according 

to the British royal dynasty law. 

➢ It has been officially announced that he will be known as Charles the Third. 

➢ Charles is the oldest monarch in British history. 

 

2. A new air-to-air missile test success 

❖ Defense Research and Development Organization (TRDO) announced that the 

ground-launched high-speed surface-to-air missile QURSAM has been successfully 

test-fired. 

❖ The special feature of this missile technology is to search for the target at high speed 

and destroy it accurately. 

❖ DRDO informed that the missile is now ready to be inducted into the Army after six 

successful trials by the Army. 

 

3. Appointment of new Indian Ambassador to New Zealand 

❖ Senior External Affairs Officer Neethabhushan appointed as the new Indian 

Ambassador to New Zealand. 

❖ Former Indian Ambassador to New Zealand, Muktesh Bardesi was promoted and 

appointed to head the Indian Secretariat for the G20. 

 

4. Approval to increase military joint training 

❖ Both countries agreed to further strengthen defense cooperation between India and 

Japan and increase joint military exercises. 

❖ The current year marks the 70th year of diplomatic relations between India and 

Japan. 

❖ Japan's participation in the Indian Navy's Milan Joint Exercise and the 

implementation of the Mutual Supply and Services Agreement were welcomed in the 

meeting. 
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5. Duty Path (Khattavya Patha) 

❖ Prime Minister Modi inaugurated the redesigned and renamed Duty Path (Kathavya 

Patha) along the Raj Path from the President's House to India Gate. 

❖ The Prime Minister also inaugurated a 28 feet tall statue of freedom struggle leader 

Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose at the India Gate area. 

 

Sports news 

 

1. US Open 

❖ 5.15 New Achievement: 

➢ The match between Algaras and Sinner lasted 5 hours and 15 minutes with 

excitement almost like the final round. 

❖ The match started at 9:35 PM IST on Wednesday and ended at 2:50 AM on Thursday. 

❖ In terms of completion time, the longest finish in US Open history was 2:26 a.m., the 

previous record. 

❖ Three games have reached that time so far. 
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